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Abstract: Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) is a well-established method for data analysis which
finds many applications in data mining. Its extension on complex data representation formats
brought a wave of new applications to the problems such as gene expression mining Kaytoue
et al. (2011), prediction of toxicity of chemical compounds Kuznetsov and Samokhin (2005) or
clustering of sequences in process event logs Morozov et al. (2015) . Insipired from this work
our research inherits their model and designs an experiment for mining electroencephalographic
recordings for patterns of sleep spindles. The contribution of this paper lies in the specification of
desritizition procedure and the architecture of FCA experiment. We also provide some reflection
on the related research papers.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Neuroscience which is primarily a biological science in fact
offers wide range of problems to different scientific com-
munities and stimulates interdisciplinary research across
various domains. In this way mathematical graph theory
serves as an instrument to analyze and build models of
connectivity of brain regions (Chu et al. (2012); Giusti
et al. (2015)). Advances in Machine learning methods al-
low to construct accurate predictions for epilepsy seizures
(Mirowski et al. (2009)) or gain insights into the nature of
sleep (Acharya et al. (2005)).
Formal concept analysis (Ganter and Wille (1997)) which
was initially borned from the algebraic lattice theory to
the moment has took rather applicational direction. It
provides methods to structure and explore the domain of
interest, and discover new knowledge.
This study takes a look at application of Formal Concept
Analysis (FCA) for segregation and differentiating sleep
spindles, a kind of waves occurring on an EEG during
sleep. They are characterized by short burst of high fre-
quency brain activity and primarily serve as an indicator
of a stage 2 sleep.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The second
section introduces the methods of FCA and its extensions
that lay the basis of our approach. The third section
dedicated to the details and the design of conducted ex-
periment. In the forth section we discuss related research;
and the final section concludes the paper with a summary.
2. METHODS
2.1 Formal Concept Analysis (FCA)
FCA Ganter and Wille (1997) is at its core a mathematical
formalism which with time has developed and been ex-
tended with many theoretical and applied studies. Starting
with a set of objects and a set of attributes FCA finds
generalizations of the descriptions for arbitrary subset of
objects.
Let G and M be sets, called the set of objects and
attributes, respectively, and let I be a relation I ⊆ G×M :
for g ∈ G,m ∈ M, gIm holds iff the object g has the
attribute m. The triple K = (G, M, I) is called a formal
context.
If A ⊆ G,B ⊆ M are arbitrary subsets, then the Galois
connection is given by the following derivation operators:
A′ = {m ∈M |gIm for all g ∈ A},
B′ = {g ∈ G|gIm for all m ∈ B}.
The pair (A, B) , where A ⊆ G,B ⊆ M,A′ = B, and
B′ = A is called a formal concept of the context K. A is
called the extent and B the intent of the formal concept
(A, B). From the properties of the derivation operators
it follows that the conditions A′ = B, B′ = A can be
represented in more simple way A′′ = A, or equivalently
B′′ = B. This reformulated form signifies that a formal
concept is such a pair of sets that either of them is closed
under derivation operator (·)’.
The concepts, ordered by (A1, B1) ≥ (A2, B2) ⇔ A1 ⊇
A2 form a complete lattice, called the concept lattice
L(G, M, I) .
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2.2 Pattern Structures
Pattern Structures are generalization of FCA that extends
its theory beyond binary formal contexts on other formats
of description (e.g. sequences or graphs).
A pattern structure P is a triple (G, (D, u), δ) , where
G,D are sets, called the set of objects and the set of
descriptions, and δ : G → D maps an object to a
description. Respectively, (D, u) is a meet-semilattice on
D w.r.t. u, called similarity operation such that δ(G) :=
{δ(g) | g ∈ G} generates a complete subsemilattice
(Dδ, u) of (D, u) .
It can be noticed that FCA fits to the definition pattern
structures. The set of objects G is preserved, the semi-
lattice of descriptions is (℘(M), ∩) , ( ℘(M) denotes the
powerset of the set of attributes M), a description is a
subset of attributes and ∩ is the set-theoretic intersection.
δ : G→ ℘(M) is given by δ(g) = {m ∈M |(g, m) ∈ I}.
The Galois connection for a pattern structure (G, (D, u), δ)
, relating sets of objects and descriptions, is defined as
follows:
A := ug∈Aδ(g) for A ⊆ G
d := {g ∈ G|d v δ(g)}, for d ∈ D
Given a subset of objects A,A returns the description
which is common to all objects in A. Given a description
d, d is the set of all objects whose description subsumes
d. The natural partial order (or subsumption order be-
tween descriptions) v on D is defined w.r.t. the similarity
operation u : c v d ⇔ c u d = c (in this case we say
that c is subsumed by d). In the case of standard FCA
the natural partial order corresponds to the set-theoretical
inclusion order, i.e., for two sets of attributes x and y
x v y ⇔ x ⊆ y.
A pattern concept of a pattern structure (G, (D, u), δ)
is a pair (A, d) , where A ⊆ G and d ∈ D such that
Ao = d and do = A, ·A is called the pattern extent and
d is called the pattern intent.
As in standard FCA, a pattern concept corresponds to the
maximal set of objects A whose description subsumes the
description d, where d is the maximal common description
of objects in A. The set of all pattern concepts is partially
ordered w.r.t. inclusion of extents or, dually, w.r.t. sub-
sumption of pattern intents within a concept lattice, these
two antiisomorphic orders making a lattice, called pattern
lattice.
2.3 Example of a Pattern Structure
The most simple extension of binary context can be
made by introduction of numbers. And Interval pattern
structure provides a natural way to organize descriptions
of subsets of objects into a lattice for such a case. Interval
pattern structures were introduced by Kaytoue et al.
(2011) where they were used for gene expression analysis.
Table 1 shows an example of an interval context where
three objects are described by two attributes. In such
pattern structure values of attributes are represented by
intervals, but the meaning is not probabilistic. Intervals
Table 1. Example: an interval context
m1 m2
g1 [1, 1] [1, 1]
g2 [2, 2] [2, 2]
g3 [3, 3] [2, 2]
Fig. 1. The diagram of the lattice of for the Interval context
given in table 1
represent a way to generalize underlying values and to
ascend up a level of abstraction.
If we have two objects, then a numerical attribute can
have all values from the interval of this attribute in the first
object and from the interval of this attribute of the second
object. Consequently, the similarity between two intervals
can be defined as a convex hull of the intervals, i.e. [a, b]u
[c, d] = [min(a, c) , max(b, d)] Then, given two tuples of
intervals, the similarity between these tuples is computed
as a component-wise similarity between intervals.
In this example, we have the pattern structure (G, (D, u), δ)
, where G = {g1, g2, g3}, the set D is the set of all
possible interval pairs with the similarity operation de-
scribed above, and δ is given by the context in Table 1
i.e., δ(g1) = 〈[1, 1 ]; [1, 1]〉 and δ(g1)uδ(g2) = 〈[1, 2]; [1, 2]〉
Figure 1 shows the resulting pattern lattice organizing all
the pattern concepts of the Table 1 into an hierarchy.
2.4 Index of stability
Stability indexes were introduced by Kuznetsov (2007).
One distinguishes intentional and extensional stability.
The first one allows estimating the strength of dependence
of an intent on each object of the respective extent.
Extensional stability is defined in a dual way.
Stabi(A, B) =
|{C ⊆ A|C ′ = B}|
2|A|
Stability of a formal concept may be interpreted as prob-
ability of retaining its intent after removing some objects
from the extent (assuming that all the subsets of the extent
are equally probable).
Calculation of stability is been shown to be intractable
(Kuznetsov (2007)) implying high computation demands
of the problem. Although there have been suggested a
number of methods for its approximate calculation. Ac-
cording to Buzmakov et al. (2014) for large contexts the
stability is close to 1 and it appears to be more practical to
use logarithmic scale of stability inducing the same ranking
as stability :
LStab (c) = −log2( 1 –Stab (c) )
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Fig. 2. Example: the curve bounded by red lines corre-
sponds to a spindle from the electrode F4 of one of
the EEG data-sets
In this work they also suggest the following bounds of
stability for its approximate and fast calculation:
∆min(c)− log2(|M |) ≤
≤ −log2
∑
d∈DD(c)
2−∆(c,d) ≤ LStab(c) ≤ ∆min(c)
where ∆min(c) = min
d∈DD(c)
∆(c, d) , DD(c) is a set of all
direct descendants of c in the lattice and ∆(c, d) is the size
of the set-difference between extents of formal concepts c
and d.
3. EXPERIMENT
3.1 Data
The main goal behind the experiment was to explore
different characteristic patterns of sleep spindles and to
select the most significant and descriptive. Although ulti-
mate significance of found patterns can only be judged by
medical experts we use established metrics of Data Mining
as an intermediate evaluation. These metrics are support
and stability index.
For our experiment we use a data-set of EEG recordings
provided by Neurology ward of Central Hospital of Nancy.
Data-set represents set of signals captured from 19 elec-
trodes placed on a hospitalized patient’s scalp according to
10 – 20 system . Overall duration of the signal is roughly
6 minutes and a meta-file provides timings of the sleep
spindles.
An example of a spindle from one of the patents’ EEG is
represented on the Figure 2. The curve eclosed between
two red vertical lines stands out from the rest of the signal
with its elevated frequency. What are the characteristic
properties that the spindle posses? Are there any other
types of spindles? We aim to answer these questions with
analysis of EEG with an FCA approach .
3.2 Formation of formal context
As FCA requires description of the domain in discrete
way the fundamental part of setup of an experiment is
transition from continuous signals to particular descrip-
tions of their properties. We achieve this by calculating
derivative characteristics of signals of sleep spindles. In this
way formal context has sleep spindles as objects, and they
are described with properties of their signal. The following
Fig. 3. Extraction of dominant frequency as a maximum
of Furier transform of the spindle’s signal in the
characteristic interval of 6 – 14 Hz
Table 2. First 6 columns of the formal context.
Each spindle (on the raw) is represented by the
properties of its signal
〈A〉 Amax 〈f〉 f 〈A〉/f P[0.5−2.5]
14,76 43,39 7,06 11,56 1,28 111,74
13,57 49,64 7,11 7,69 1,76 162,25
16,61 41,03 7,28 9,52 1,74 122,01
14,66 54,78 5,07 8,24 1,78 270,57
15,95 46,12 4,95 11,34 1,41 142,78
16,58 54,96 3,82 11,67 1,42 290,43
13,16 45,85 5,36 11,48 1,15 134,28
15,62 51,31 4,89 10,11 1,54 238,48
12,21 31,85 4,86 11,81 1,03 86,07
12,55 41,17 7,79 8,00 1,57 129,01
14,35 65,78 4,25 10,92 1,31 385,95
17,66 48,67 4,87 9,13 1,93 449,57
14,94 39,12 5,47 9,73 1,53 281,13
20,77 74,99 3,66 9,66 2,15 623,86
17,83 64,39 5,64 12,11 1,47 128,97
16,00 43,11 3,89 11,89 1,35 329,20
15,40 60,87 6,83 12,14 1,27 234,18
9,47 29,63 7,81 7,56 1,25 39,45
16,11 42,39 3,46 10,45 1,54 271,81
18,42 67,76 3,47 11,76 1,57 147,11
is the list of standard properties used by EEG-analysts for
detection of spindles that we in our turn adopted for our
experiment:
• 〈A〉 average amplitude
• Amax maximum of absolute value of amplitude
• 〈f〉 average frequency
• f dominant frequency (see Fig. 3)
• 〈A〉/f ratio of average amplitude to dominant fre-
quency
• P[0.5−2.5] . . . average bandpower for frequency bands
[0,5 – 2,5], [2.5 – 4.5], . . . [28,5 – 30,5]
For calculation of dominant and average frequency we used
Furier transform and MATLAB meanfreq correspondingly.
Analysis of different frequency bands was conducted with
the help of MATLAB bandpower function. The result of
calculation of specified properties is a formal context that
serves as an input for FCA algorithms.
Table 2 depicts a part of the final context constituting the
subject of our experiment. On top of that, the whole con-
text has additional columns for the bandpower attributes,
which are not included here because of big size of the
resulting table.
3.3 Scheme of the experiment
Table 3 lists the steps of the execution sequence of the
experiment. First stage is preprocessing of the data-set. It
includes extraction of signals of the spindles from the entire
input EEG data-set. It means that each spindle present in
the data-set will be given a set of cut-out signals from all
the electrodes describing only particular moments in time
when that spindle occured.
Then follows application of signal treatment procedures
for formation of a context according to the details given
in the previous section. Attribute selection which is a
standard Data Mining methodology is utilized to reduce
dimensionality and decrease further computational costs
of treating the data. It uses information gain metric and
correlation between attributes to select a subset of the
most relevant attributes of the dataset.
The second stage of the experiment which marks engage-
ment of FCA methodology is construction of Formal con-
cept diagram. Two approaches of producing and process-
ing FCA diagram find their place in practice: one that
require keeping the whole diagram in the memory and
the other which processes the results on-line and discards
concepts as they go. We will be using the first more
demanding approach which on the other hand enables us
to colculate stability index. For construction of a lattice
we use the algorithm suggested by Kourie et al. (2009).
The third stage is dedicated to traversal of the lattice
and calculation of stability for each of its concepts.We
use boundaries described in the section 2.4 for its fast
approximation. After it, filtering is applied to the whole
lattice, stage 4, giving in the result a list of patterns
satisfying the creteria.
Implementation-vise, preprocessing stage is carried out
with help of ready-to-use MATLAB procedures, putting
all the necessary work of data-format manipulations on
python scripts. Formal concept analysis algorithms for
construction of concept lattice and calculation of stability
use C++ implementation.
4. RELATED STUDIES
Our research falls in line with the recent publications
(Masyutin and Kuznetsov (2016); Korepanova and Kuznetsov
(2016)) of practical applications of FCA to real data.
Qualitative assessment of the results (Kuznetsov and
Makhalova (2015); Kashnitsky and Ignatov (2014); Kash-
nitsky and Kuznetsov (2016)) shows that FCA methods
are not weaker than other Data Mining techniques, but
represent an attractive alternative. Nevertheless it can
seem that FCA beers with itself unnecessary power, which
also affects the amount of resources it uses compared to
lighter statistical methods.
In the literature articles on application of FCA to neu-
roimaging have already appeared. Endres et al. (2012)
Table 3. Mining of stable frequent patterns of
sleep spindles in EEG recordings
Input: EEG recordings of brain activity,
meta file providing spindle start and end timings
1. Preprocessing of raw EEG data:
Extraction of signals of the spindles
Calculation of the characteristics
Formation of a formal context
Attribute selection
2. Construction of the Formal concept diagram
3. Calculation of stability index of the concepts
4. Filtering of patterns by stability and support
Output: patterns meeting specified constraints
utilizes FCA to discover hierarchy in the neural codes ana-
lyzing big set of fMRI data. Although the size of the impact
of data filtering and approximation preceding utilization of
FCA is not quite clear. There is no convenient method to
assess the cost of putting the data on a coarse scale when
the end result, and so the effect, cannot be measured in
any way.
Another study by Yegenoglu et al. (2016) uses FCA
methodology to separate neural patterns of white noise,
in the spike train data where the signal was captured
directly from implanted electrodes. Although they approve
the hypothesis that stability measure is suitable to filter
out noise, the design of the experiment is not clearly leads
to the conclusion. In some settings it is admissible to train
a classifier on negative sample, so that in the end they can
be differed from positive examples. Although this approach
is highly prone to overfitting.
But the main drawback is that stability as a distinctive
criterion is not well suitable for that purpose, because it is
not preserved when moving from training to test data-set.
The same formal concepts on test and training data-sets
will have different values of stability. Which puts under
the question the applicability of traditional training and
classification model for this case.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented a preliminary study of ap-
plication of FCA to EEG recordings. We specified data
transformation protocol and a method to filter patterns
by their significance.
Current vector of work is directed at resolving the issue of
scalability of FCA techniques and at an additional search
criteria that could improve how good found patterns can
be interpreted.
From interoperability perspective, future research will
be dedicated to application of FCA approach to study
interrelation between the insights provided by EEG and
fMRI techniques.
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